
Control Lighting Loads via Workflows 
 
There may be instances where controlling a light load via workflow may be preferable to 
controlling it from a Pro App Scene. This process will show you how to set Brightness (Dimmer 
Level), Fade Time, Color Temperature (Kelvin), and WRGB levels via a workflow. These 
workflows can be added to buttons, used in triggers or even used on a custom lighting page. 
 
Step 1:  Identify the load that you want to control, the Lighting Data Table is the easiest place to 
find these values. Address 1 and Address 2 from the Data Table correspond to Address 1 and 
Address 2 in the Dimmer Set action for Workflow that you will create. 
 
In this Example, we will use the DMX Pro Strips, but this will work for Smart Strips, Bulbs and 
USAI fixtures as well. 

 
 
Address 1 is 002 
Address 2 is 2 
 
Step 2: create the workflow 
 
From the View Services Window, select General Programmable Services, make sure you have 
Service Requests highlighted, then add a new workflow using the + button below the list of 
requests. 
 

 
 
Then, double click the workflow to launch Automator and then we will add in the desired 
values. 
 
Select your host as the device for the workflow, Function - Lighting, Resource - Lighting 
Controller Source, Action - Dimmer Set 
 
Let’s say that we wanted to turn the lights on to 50% brightness and to all Blue, we would make 
the following entries in the workflow.  



1. Enter in the addresses from the Lighting Data Table (002 and 2 for example) 

 
 
2.) Set the appropriate Curve (Infinite Color, Tunable White) and Dimmer Level 
     Tip: look for a hint under the Action Arguments box for what to enter in the value column 
 

 
 
3.) Add in your desired color values, on a scale of 0-255 
 

 
 
3a.) For Tunable White, use the Kelvin values at the bottom of the Action Arguments 
 

 



Advanced Tip: 
 
To better determine exactly what values you might want to use in your workflows, utilize the 
WRGB sliders within the Pro App to get the exact WRGB values in real-time, as you make 
changes to the color and brightness. 
 

 


